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5Leveraged, Pressured Media Biz Models



6WordSmith & Local Labs &…
“…generates human sounding narratives from data…”

“90% of news will be 
computer generated 
by 2025.”

Kristian Hammond, Chief 
Technology Officer, Automated 

Insights



7Syndication
CNN’s Newsource provides content to ~800 stations with intro script. ABC, CBS, Fox 
and NBC have ~200 affiliates.



8De-skilled, Disgruntled Journalists

Source: CareerCast.com 2015 Jobs Rated Report



9Investigative Journalism
Comforting the afflicted and afflicting the comfortable…



10Ambush Reporting



11Sound Bite Science

1968 1972 1976 1980 1984 1988
43.1 25.2 18.2 12.2 9.9 8.9

“The truth is that one-liners and symbolic 
visuals are what get on the air…”

Daniel Hallin, PhD. 
University of California San Diego



12Sound Bite Science

Hallin’s (1991) vs. Hahn’s (2015) Sound Bite Study Totals/
Avgs.

Hallin

25 political candidate video tapes and a stopwatch 8.9 
seconds

Hahn Public

Three Texas Newspapers A1 
story, first quote 2012 to 2014 

Houston
Chronicle

Dallas 
Morning

News

Austin 
American
Statesman

Quotes 
Examined

937 939 935 2,811

Avg. print quote 
word count

25.63 23.59 25.51 24.91

Sound bite 
length in 
seconds

9.21 8.48 9.16 8.95 
seconds
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14Brand Journalism – Overview

Companies are hiring journalists to fill a void that has been created by 
the decline of traditional media outlets. 

In 1980, the ratio of PR professionals to journalists in the United States 
was 1.2 to 1. By 2010, three decades later, there were four PR 
professionals for every journalist in the U.S. 

– Hubspot, 2015



15Brand Journalism – Context

1. Media and marketing are converging; brands are launching 
publishing operations.

2. Brands are built on stories that show and engage rather than push or 
proclaim, told with a journalist’s eye, combined with amplification 
and distribution.

3. Trust with stakeholders is built through credible, honest content.

4. Custom content is 92 percent more effective than traditional TV 
advertising at increasing awareness and 168 percent more powerful 
at driving preference (Cision, 2016).

5. Brand journalism works for more than awareness. It influences 
people to make [purchasing] decisions.



16Brand Journalism – Objectives
Objective Things You Do Things You Don’t 

Worry About
Examples

Brand 
Awareness

Get people to know about 
your organization

Generating sales 
directly from articles

GE, IBM

Industry News You write about your own 
company and your industry 
to supplement the work of 
mainstream media

Pitching every story 
opportunity to press

Intel, 
Microsoft, 
McDonald’s

Create & 
Sponsor

Establish your company as a 
thought leader

Tight integration 
with home website

Adobe’s 
CMO.com, 
Cisco’s “The 
Network

Lead Generation Create “middle-weight” 
content capable of 
generating leads

Highest volume 
story churn

Hubspot
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Brand Awareness – GE Reports
Approach

Audience: customers, 
prospects, employees, 
business partners, tech 
enthusiasts, investors.

Storytelling workshops as 
the content production 
hub.

Digital News Room 
Features

Metrics:

Traffic

Outside media links to GE 
produced stories

Heavy multi-media



Brand Awareness – Coca Cola

Approach

Promotes “Happiness” as
a thematic notion, linking 
your life to having a Coke.

2013 Metrics:

1,200 articles published 
13.1 million visitors* 
(exceeded goal by 2+ 
million; gets more traffic 
than most traditional 
media outlets’ sites)
4:40 spent per article by 
users (their most 
important metric)
10%+ repeat visits

Digital News Room 
Features

Assigns an Expressions of 
Interest (EOI) score to 
each piece of content, a 
quantitative value based 
on referrals from social 
networks, shares, SEO
traffic, and total visitors 
for an individual story.



Brand Awareness – Duke Energy
Approach

Audience: customers, 
employees (current and 
prospective), journalists

Focused on branding, 
supplemented with 
customer tips, updated 
often.

Digital News Room 
Features

“Stories about people, 
innovations, and 
community and 
environmental issues.”

“Advice on how to save 
energy and money, 
insight into new trends 
and give them a behind-
the-scenes view of the 
people who keep the 
lights on at the nation's 
largest utility.”



Industry News – MD Anderson

Approach

Built to be a one-stop-
shop for print and 
broadcast journalists to 
take easily accessible 
content and turn it into 
their own stories. 

Digital News Room 
Features

“ReadyCam TV Studio” is 
offered to media, so it’s 
easy to package a 
broadcast segment 
without ever leaving the 
news station. 

Style Guide with preferred 
MD Anderson 
style/reference to push 
brand awareness.

In-house publication and 
blog guide.



Industry News – Intel Free Press

Approach

Goal is to cover stories 
that aren't being covered 
elsewhere and persuade 
mainstream outlets to 
pick the stories up for 
themselves.

Audience = other 
journalists

Digital News Room 
Features

Three-person operation

Metrics: Traffic, story 
pickups

Publishes 3-4 articles per 
week to provide behind-
the-scenes context

Lots of original photos



Thought Leader – Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia

Approach

The Children’s Hospital of 
Philadelphia desires to be 
seen/viewed as an 
“expert” source of 
information.

Digital News Room 
Features

Press releases feature 
stories on on the hospital 
or individual doctors as 
being experts in certain 
areas.

Media Beat List for 50+ 
specialized topics that 
allow journalists easy 
access to experts at the 
hospital.



Thought Leader – Red Bull

Approach

Red Bull products appear 
very little, if at all. 

Establishes the larger 
brand narrative as Red 
Bull does, then fills it with 
localized and 
personalized stories for 
key audiences.

Digital News Room 
Features

Requires users create an 
account to access full 
articles, videos and 
images.

In addition to organizing 
their site by content type, 
also organizes their site 
by topic.



Thought Leader – Whole Foods
Approach

WFM desires to be 
seen/viewed as an 
“expert” source of 
information.

WFM attributes a 10 
percent increase in net 
sales, (2013-2014) to 
digital content.

Digital News Room 
Features

Analytics used are 
focused on 
sharing/engagement:
• Subscribers
• Views
• Shares
• Likes



Thought Leader – IBM

Approach

Main goal is the present 
IBM’s ideas about how to 
make the world work 
better.

Primary blogs…
-- A Smarter Planet
-- IBM Research
-- CitizenIBM
…tell stories and present 
points of view on societal, 
industry and business 
transformation.

Digital News Room 
Features

IBM writers publish posts 
as well as executives.

Content from academic, 
business and 
governmental leaders is 
also curated.

Goal is to connect with 
smaller, more engaged 
audiences.



Lead Generation – Hubspot
Approach

Uses compelling content 
to draw customers toward 
the brand.

Blog posts contain a call-
to-action for an offer put 
behind registration gates.

Audience = marketing 
practitioners, sales, 
resellers, CMO’s.

Digital News Room 
Features

Metrics: Traffic, email
captures

Modeled after a 
newspaper with four 
channels/sections each 
lead by an editor.

Posts come from 
executives as well as 
outside ”celebrity”  
contributors like Guy 
Kawasaki.
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29Digital Newsrooms – 4 Step Process
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1. Consumption metrics – how many people viewed or downloaded 
content (engagement)?

2. Sharing metrics – how many people liked, and shared content?

3. Lead generation metrics – how often does content result in a lead? 
This is relevant for retail, or when a dollar value can be assigned to 
desired actions.

4. Sales metrics – Assigning specific calls-to-action.

Digital Newsrooms – 4 Metrics
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1. Define your objective and establish an editorial policy to that objective that 
defines the distinctive character of the brand, as well as the boundaries for the 
brand stories. Determine what you should write and what you should not.

2. Apply traditional journalism techniques. Get out in the world, talk with people 
and get a sense of what matters to them. Be advocates for your reader. 
Establish Publisher, Editor-in-Chief, Writer, Copy Editor and PR (social media) 
roles.

3. Tell a good story; DO NOT write ad copy. Stop looking for some magical viral 
campaign. Focus on the here and now and “best” will take care of itself. Look 
for stories that tie into current trends and fit within the brand framework. Don’t 
be afraid of controversial topics.

4. Repurpose content. Repackage stories in different formats. Figure out where 
your readers are and take the message to them. Develop content with 
amplification and distribution in mind.

5. Measure content. Measure content against outcome metrics. Focus on analytics 
tied to buzz and impact. Mine the numbers to find the best-performing content.

Digital Newsrooms – 5 Success Factors
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